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20 degrees Sagittarius

The Angels of Healing Incurable
Diseases
Also known as

The Angels of

Echagi
Beloved,
We inspire those who look for cures to incurable diseases
in every field of science, philosophy and medicine.

We give help and advice in the case of malicious diseases
like epilepsy, cancer, diseases of the spinal cord, aids,
and diseases the causes of which have not been found.
When you get in contact with us,
we help you recognize the causes of any disease whatsoever and
furthermore,
we help you produce a cure.

During the time of enlightenment,
the four codons that make the human body immune to disease on
each DNA strand
are permanently activated,
especially in children.

"Ye must be as little children to enter the kingdom of Heaven."
In early childhood the theta brainwave of deep inner thought is
dominant.
As people relax and learn to meditate and enter into this deep inner
childlike state,
miracles of enlightenment and healing occur.
This activation happens especially during experiences of unity with
ALL LIFE,
the deep delta brainwave frequency of the divine infant state of pure
being within,
when conjoined with visualizations of perfection and perfect clarity
and perfect purity of
flowing divine emotions.
These emotions cause wonderful chemical changes in the body.
Remember that these emotions are the frequencies
of real divine faith, wisdom, unconditional love and mercy,
that awaken understanding of cause and effect.

As you know, a human body is comprised mostly of water.
As flowing divine emotions run clear and pure,
waters within the body are charged
with life and vitality.
Such emotion attracts divine changes that are a path to perfect
health
and seeming miracles in the healing of any condition.

The physical human body can be thought of
as a continually changing stepped down holographic projection
attracted magnetically out of the quantum field according to
emotional frequencies.
Our natural state is enlightenment, joy, and youth and vitality.
"Seek ye first the kingdom of heaven, and all else shall be added unto you."
"The kingdom of heaven is found within."

It was written, "Ye are made in the image and likeness of God."
"For I have not given you the spirit of fear, but of joy, and life
everlasting."
Because emotions are so powerful,
we help people heal their emotions,
since happiness is often a matter of life and death.
We help a divine child find healing for all previous and current
emotional wounding,
since what is attracted into form is determined from the emotional
realm.
Remember that emotions, are in turn,

continually changing stepped down holographic astral projections
from the mental realm.
The mental realm is in turn holographic projections
from the spiritual realm of will and being and visualization.
What we desire, and think about, determine emotions.
Emotions determine which realities we attract into our physical
experience.
This process of materialization continues throughout life.
We inspire sick people to uplift their desires, thoughts, emotions and
sensations
so that new physical realities manifest in this way.

As

the will to live and experience a divine incarnation
outweighs despair and emotional wounding,

resulting from previously wounded desires, thoughts, emotions,
and sensations,

we are the heavenly host that inspire
healing methods of any disease or condition.

Every state of being, every desire, every thought, every emotion, and
every sensation
has an effect for good or ill on the human body temple.
In the case of disease,
whenever there are discontinuations of life affirming electric
energies
from divine spiritual-will and mental-thoughts,
and disturbances in magnetic flows of life affirming emotions,
then there are resulting negative manifestations in the holograms of
a physical body.
The perfect divine original holograms of a physical body in such
cases become compromised.

"As a man believeth in his heart, so is he."

In cases like epilepsy,
causes of discontinuation of life affirming electromagnetic energy often occurs early,
such as in prenatal emotional trauma.
In cases such as cancer,
the disease usually manifests in about six months after
a major emotional trauma,

such as the death of a loved one,
or the loss of a way of life.
In case of inherited diseases,
negative disturbances on some levels are passed on
from parent to child
and cause irregularities in fetal growth with possible
imperfections in DNA.
There are remedies for all of this.
Even in cases where the cause of the disease is some unknown agent such as a virus,
or physical deformity,
there is a remedy.

Perfect Divine Life is omnipresent.
Omnipresence is the virtue of letter E in Echagi.
Omnipresence is experienced in deep delta brainwave states,
such as in deep dreamless sleep.
It is in deep dreamless sleep that the body heals.
With this virtue, the materialization or dematerialization
of any state of being, desire, idea, emotion or form is mastered.
This virtue shines with a deep purple light.
The virtue of clarity and perfect purity of flowing divine emotions is
the
divine virtue of Ch.
This virtue governs the purity of the emotional realm and the water
element.
This virtue has a light violet color.
As you know, a human body is comprised mostly of water.
As flowing divine emotions run clear and pure, waters within the
body are charged
with life and vitality.
This attracts more perfect health and the possible healing of any
condition.
The original blueprints of perfection, the original purity of all ideas
in Divine Mind, are revealed through the virtue of wisdom and
enlightenment, letter A.
Enlightenment reveals the original divine blueprints of everything in
creation.
The original divine blueprint of a perfect body, perfect emotions,
perfect thoughts, and perfect desires
exists in divine mind.
Enlightenment unites individual mind with Divine Mind,
in the theta brainwave state that is dominant in childhood,
a deep relaxed state found in meditation.
"Except ye be as little children, ye shall in no wise enter the

kingdom of heaven."
"The kingdom of heaven is found within."
Enlightenment shines with beautiful light blue
light and awakens mystical faculties such as clairvoyance and
artistic talents.

Umlaut A, ae, is the divine virtue of transformation.
Once the original ideas of divinity are embraced in conscious
awareness,
transformation comes through releasing negative states for
transformation
into whatever is the highest good of all concerned.

This virtue gives a Child of Light mastery over negative
situations on every level and all negative beings.
This virtue shines with loamy brown light.
Next comes the divine virtue of Grace and Mercy,
the letter G of our name.
Through the down pouring of divine light,
this virtue makes possible dramatic changes in what is perceived as
reality.
Divine blessings bring about higher feelings
and higher degrees of enlightenment,
and more beautiful desires,
and therefore more divine realities manifesting on the physical
plane.
This virtue shines with emerald green light.

The last letter of our name

Echagi
is the divine virtue of Cause and Effect, the letter I.
This virtue gives control over breath and all manifestations on the
physical realm.
This virtue awakens memory, remembrance and conscience and
shines with light opal light.
Everything that has length, width, depth, weight, and measure is
controlled by cause and effect.
"As a man believeth, so is he."
We inspire the children of divine being with understanding that
health, or anything, must first be
embraced within,
for it to manifest in the outer worlds.
We inspire meditation on these virtues to master the causes and
cures of disease.
By looking at where a disease manifests
it is possible to diagnose
the spiritual, mental, emotional, and physical issues that must be
addressed
before the body can be returned to a normal healthy state.
For example, in the case of a disease or problem with the spinal
chord,
the issue to be addressed is one concerning oneness with Divine
Being
and all life,
for the spinal chord is formed from the divine virtue of
omnipresence.

The spinal chord vibrates to the sound of the letter E in the musical
note D, in the cosmic language.
In the Delta brainwave state,
where the space of self is experienced as infinite
AND ONE WITH DIVINE BEING AND ALL CREATION,
the spine is nourished.
In the first four years of life,
and also in deep dreamless sleep each night,
the Delta brainwave state is automatically produced
and great healing is experienced
throughout the body,
because it is in this state that unity with all is experienced.
Whenever there is a something blocking
this experience of pure being and oneness with The Divine
and with all life,
the spine may become adversely affected.
For example, when we inspire a person to stimulate the Delta
brainwave
state of unity with All Life for corrective growth of the spinal chord,
he or she might be guided to create an environment and life style
which better encourages nights of deep restful sleep.
Helpful influences are peaceful and beautiful surroundings,
mandalas, soft light, silence or beautiful slow soft music
done in the pentatonic keyscale.
He or she might be guided to experience gentle healing touch along
the spinal chord
by a practitioner who attunes to
Universal Consciousness.
[This is done by deep spiritual communion while meditating on the
exercises for letter E.]
It can also be done by learning to attune to Omnipresence in
meditation.

EIn the Akasha principle, which is the principle of
Consciousness-penetrating-all,
this letter oscillation represents the universal consciousness which
is omnipresent.
Meditation on this divine virtue unites normal consciousness with
the
universal consciousness, ie.,with cosmic consciousness.
In a deep Delta brainwave state, a state of pure being such as the
consciousness of
a tiny infant or deep dreamless sleep,
when you evoke this virtue you experience yourself as being
omnipresent.
In oriental wisdom this is called the Nirvi-Kalpa-Samadhi.
By retaining the Delta brainwave state of omnipresence
AND creating VISUALIZATIONS OF DEEP PURPLE LIGHT,
at the same time that a person moves into Theta,
which is deep inward thought,
the mental quality of
the highest form of intuition can be aroused.
In this state, insights into the manifestation of health are
experienced and answers are found.
Remember that the human brain is designed to produce all four
brainwave states at once,
and there are ancient practices designed to facilitate this.
One of them is known as TheTibetan Exercise of Paradox.
This exercise was a secret of the Tibetan rulers for centuries
and was required to be used by a head of state for 10 minutes every

morning.

It was in this way that whole brain thinking was stimulated,
so that if a war or other disaster were to break out on several fronts,
the ruler could manage all of them at once.
While producing the Delta and Theta brainwave states of this virtue
of omnipresence of divine being,
at the same time that you are producing Alpha,
which is flowing emotions of omnipresence,
it is possible to experience special clairaudience,
not only the hearing of beings, etc., is meant,
but also the understanding of the language of all animals
and the perception of the remotest past, the present, and even the
future, indiscriminately of distance.
Then, by adding the Beta brainwave state to the meditation on
divine omnipresence,
the beta brainwave state which is the five senses,
linear logic, and memory, on a physical level
a person is able to experience the profoundest mysteries
of materialization-condensation-and dematerialization-refinement.
A person will learn to intensify any idea, concept, mental or
emotional form
in such a way as they become physically visible.
In the same manner, a person may decondense any imperfect
physical form to dematerialize.
Visualizing E as dark violet light with sensations of
consciousness-penetrating- all, infused with experiences of unity
with Divine Being and all creation,
imagine it flowing with tones of musical note D,
filling all of space, including inward space- the microcosm and
outward space- the macrocosm.
Depending on the particular spinal condition in our present

example,
and contributing circumstances,
we might then inspire other attunements, visualizations
and spiritual, mental, emotional, and physical therapies,
and evoking help from specific heavenly hosts.
We inspire studying and integrating the cosmic language
in which each letter corresponds to a divine virtue
and different part of the human body.

In this way we offer guidance to access understanding for
miraculous cures in self and others.
We inspire those who look for cures to incurable diseases
in every field of science, philosophy and medicine.

Miracles

Instructions for The Tibetan Exercise of
Paradox
Step One Background:
In today's angel message reference is made to an ancient exercise

which allows the brain to do four things at once.

THE TIBETAN EXERCISE OF PARADOX
History indicates that this exercise was a state secret in ancient Tibet
and that highly trained Tibetan rulers in Nepal were required to do this
exercise
for ten minutes each morning as a matter of state security.

We give thanks to the great teacher Jean Houston,
who brought this ancient exercise to the public decades ago.

Doing four things at once is necessary to develop whole brain functioning for

enlightenment and mastery.
In wholebrain consciousness a person is in a state of pure being and will,
Delta brainwaves,
at the same time they are in deep inward thought, Theta brainwaves,
feeling, emotional flowing, psychically sensing and changing in Alpha
brainwaves,
while being aware of the five senses, logic, and memory of Beta brainwaves.

In enlightenment the four brainwave patterns alternate in perfect rhythm.

Energy shifts between WILL-THOUGHT and FEELING -SENSATION,
or between the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems.

Two at a time fire, the Delta and Theta, and then the other two, Alpha and
Beta in a rhythmic manner
in a similar manner of REM [rapid eye movement] in dream patterns.

The four levels of whole brain thinking are:
Delta brainwaves which produce a state of pure being, very slow oscillations,
roughly 1 to 4 oscillations per second [abbreviated as ops].
This is the seat of WILL, or desire.
This is the dominant brain state of infants.

Theta brainwaves which produce a state of deep inward thought, approx. 4 to
6 ops.
This is dominant in small children.

Alpha brainwaves which produce emotions and feelings and receives emotions
and feelings from others,
approx. 6 to 12 ops.
Many psychic activities are in this range.
This brainwave is dominant in adolescents.

Beta brainwaves which produce the five senses, memory, rational linear
thought and language,
approx. 12 ops and up.
This brainwave is dominant in adults.
The following physical and imaginative exercises lead up to the final exercise
in which all four parts of the brain fire at the same time,
and with even a little practice the brain gets used to working in this manner
automatically.

The purpose of step one is to perform a simple physical movement with total
focus and awareness
of all bodily sensations.
It is important to become ACUTELY AWARE of the bodily sensations of this
movement.
If you are working in a restricted area, you may substitute the featured
activity of fencing thrusts
with another activity that requires less space.
If you must use another activity, read over these exercises and apply them
accordingly to your chosen activity.
The use of fencing thrusts is the actual exercise used by Tibetan Rulers.

We are going to do a double fencing thrust.

Get something that represents a sword or just imagine that you are holding
one.
Now make a sudden forward thrust to the right, just as if you are practicing
the art of fencing.
Pay close attention to every sensation that your body experiences.
You will need a clear bodily memory of these sensations later.
Now spin around.
Make a fencing thrust to the left.

Do not hurry through these movements.
The idea is to pay close attention to your body sensations in making these
movements.
The five senses or beta brainwaves are activated.

Now repeat and turn.
Thrust again to the right.
Deliberately, carefully, paying attention to every sensation.

Turn. Lunge to the left.
Turn.
Lunge to the right .

Repeat until you have the clear sensation of lunging in each direction
perfectly familiarized
and remembered on a sensate bodily level.
Remember the sensations from the beta wave level above.
[Beta wave= memory, and the five senses]
This time when you do a fencing thrust to the right, IMAGINE and feel that
your body is lunging to the left.
This imaginary state of lunging in the opposite direction of the one your body
is doing

activates the alpha wave level
as you FEEL the imagined sensations and the Theta wave level of brainwave
activity as you PICTURE them.
The imagined action of thrusting to the left while the physical body is lunging
to the right
is repeated often with so vivid an imagination
that it feels actually more real to you than what the actual physical body is
doing.
The two bodies [ solid and imagined] lunging in opposite directions form a V
if a camera could capture both the imagined action and the action of the
physical body .
Now turn.
Let your physical body lunge to the left,
While you IMAGINE that you are lunging to the right.

Your attention is so completely focused on your imaginary body,
which is making a fencing thrust to the right,
that it is much more real to you than what your physical body is doing,
which is making a fencing thrust to the left.
Your mind is fully engaged in the sensation and concept of the imaginary body
experience
while the physical body is doing the opposite direction .
The physical body is operating on its own like it does in a mechanical activity
such as typing or driving a car.

Many variations of this theme can be done in confined spaces.
Any double action, like moving the pencil to the right while you imagine moving
it to the left,

works for this part of wholebrain exercise.
Move your mental eyes one way while your physical eyes move the other.
Or try lowering your head while in your imagination you are lifting it.
Try facing and walking in one direction while imagining you are facing and
walking in the other.
The blood supply to the brain greatly increases with this type of exercise.

THE TIBETAN EXERCISE OF PARADOX
Step two:
Summary
In the last exercise we learned how to vividly imagine and feel ourselves
performing an action
that is the mirror image of one that the physical body is performing
at the same time.
This allowed the brain to do two things at once.
NEXT EXERCISE: Again, we will do two things at once.
This time walk four steps forward.

PAY ATTENTION TO YOUR BODY SENSATIONS WITH EACH STEP.

[Activates Beta brainwaves of the five senses.]
Do not turn around.
Still facing the same way, take four steps backward.
Pay attention to each physical sensation as you do this.
Now again walk forward four steps.

Now backward four steps. Do this until you have it clearly imprinted.

Remember, you are facing the same way the whole time,
but half the time you are walking forward and half the time you are walking
backward.
You are now ready for the next step :

Now IMAGINE and FEEL yourself walking four steps backwards ,
AT THE SAME TIME that your physical body is walking four steps forward.
[Activated alpha and theta brainwave states.]
Then IMAGINE yourself walking four steps forward
WHILE YOUR PHYSICAL BODY IS WALKING FOUR STEPS BACKWARD.
Repeat this until the imagined action is more real to your awareness
than what your physical body is doing and you can do this easily.
In your imagination, you will pass yourself coming and going.
You may feel lightheaded at first because the brain is getting an increased
blood supply.
Remember that the imagined you must feel more real and vivid to you than the
physical you.
If you have this part mastered, the rest will be easy.
At the end of the next installment, your brain will be doing four things at
once.
Just like learning how to ride a bicycle, you will never forget or lose this skill.
Practice regularly.
Once your brain gets used to doing four things at once,
it will be easy for you to apply this to the meditations of the divine virtues
in which you produce Beta, Alpha, Theta, and Delta brainwaves consciously at
the same time .
This means that you will be able to feel oneness with Universal Consciousness
in the Pure Being of the Delta brainwave state,
create deeply in your inner world in the Theta brainwave state,
feel in the alpha brainwave state,
and be fully active in the five senses, memory, and logic of the Beta brainwave
state
all at the same time without effort.

Step three. This is last phase of the ancient Tibetan Exercise of Paradox.
You are now adding two more movements to the one that you learned in part
two.

Hold both of your palms in front of you with elbows bent, as if you were
pushing .
Move both palms in slow clockwise circles while you take four steps forward.
Continue going four steps forward while moving your palms in clockwise
circles
until you can do it automatically and easily ,
remembering vividly all the sensations and feelings of it .

When you have done this a number of times, practice the other half of the
exercise which is the opposite;
take four steps backwards while moving the hands in slow counter clockwise
circles.
Continue taking four steps backwards moving the hands in slow counter
clockwise circles
until you can do this easily and remember vividly all the sensations and
feelings of it.
It is important to take your time with this. Repeat this until your body
remembers the sensations.
By taking time to repeat these motions until the mechanical part of the brain
has absorbed them completely, the next step is easy .

FINAL STEP:

Take four steps forward, moving the palms in slow clockwise circles
while you IMAGINE that you are moving four steps backwards moving the
hands in slow counterclockwise circles.
Then reverse, moving the physical body four steps backwards making counter
clockwise circles with your palms,
while IMAGINING that you are moving four steps forward with palms moving
in clockwise circles.
YOU HAVE JUST DONE THE TIBETAN EXERCISE OF PARADOX!

Repeat.

Your physical body moves forward four steps,
your hands moving in a clockwise circle
as YOU VIVIDLY IMAGINE YOURSELF stepping BACKWARD FOUR STEPS

WITH HANDS MOVING IN A COUNTER CLOCKWISE CIRCLE.
Repeat for about ten minutes.

You may experience dizziness at first, since so much more blood is going to
the brain than you have ever been used to .
This dizziness occurs less and finally disappears entirely after you have done
this exercise a few times.
The brain will adjust to the blood supply of doing four things at once .

In future exercises, you may decide to skip the warm up steps
and go directly to doing four things at once with the last exercise.

As we mentioned in the first part of the instructions, just as a person never
forgets how to ride a bicycle, or type,
once the brain has mastered this exercise it will not forget how to do four
things at once.
The more you practice this, the easier it becomes, and the faster and better
the brain gets at doing this.

When you first experience yourself thinking effortlessly on four levels at once
in your ordinary activities,
it may come as a delightful surprise.
THIS COMPLETES THE INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TIBETAN EXERCISE OF
PARADOX.

Zeolite is useful for removing radiation and heavy metal toxicity from the body. A good brand is
called ZeoForce.

Special note on the cosmic language:
This information is referenced from pages 62-64, Franz Bardon,
THE KEY TO THE TRUE QUABBALAH.
See additional information in footnotes below.

The Cosmic language BEGINS AS A LANGUAGE OF LIGHT.
The creative use of the cosmic language requires that a Child of
Light
use the letters, with their divine meanings,
first visionarily, later emotionally and acoustically,
and finally with sensation, to produce the informational frequencies

for each level of condensation.

The first step is therefore the visionary practice
of pronouncing a letter through visual images.
The visionary aspect of a letter refers to its light, its color, i.e., to
the eye,
and is analogous to the principle of VOLITION, or will.
It is a well known fact that the brain "thinks" in visual images, not
in words.
Thus the student again starts with the FIRST characteristic of the
spirit,
the principle of VOLITION.
I should like to premise once more that I do not subscribe to any
religion of the world
the right of claiming to be the original source of
this high science.
The student of the practical quabbalah
need not have any knowledge of Hebrew or any other language.
THE UNIVERSAL EXPRESSION
OF A LETTER, OF A DIVINE VIRTUE, IS NOT ITS FORM BUT ITS
COLOR,
or to be more exact, its color oscillation.
Since the color oscillation of the letters is their best perceptible
form of expression,
anyone can engage in the quabbalah irrespective of
the intellectual language he or she speaks.
An Occidental is just as capable of imagining the right color letter
as an Oriental.
Imagining a letter in its true color is, at the same time
a way of "pronouncing" it with a certain oscillation of light in the
mental world,
in the mental sphere.
The subconscious and superconscious aspects of mind,
which both process 400 billion bits of information a second,
do not distinguish between a perception in the outer world and a
perception
in the inner world of meditation and imagination.
The conscious mind processes 4 to 40 bits of information a second.
It is the link between the super and sub conscious minds.

Someone might argue in this connection that there exist different
shades of color and that therefore color
cannot be the most decisive form of expressing a letter.
Objections like these, however, will only be made by non-initiates,
since an initiate knows very well that the idea of color one
has depends on ones state of maturity.
Depending on your individual voice,

you pronounce an A out loud in sound with a higher, or a lower
voice,
causing a typical sound oscillation which is different from anyone
elses,
but in reality you are just pronouncing an A:
which will be perceived as an A by everybody who hears it.
The same is true of a color imagination.
Whether you get a darker or a lighter color oscillation is not so
important;
the basic tone of the color always plays the most important role
and will denote the respective letter.
Although it is possible to record color oscillations by the aid of
physical instruments,
it must be stressed that the human eye's susceptibility
for colors depends on one's individual sensibility.
Thus, the above objections goes amiss for, depending on his or her
individuality,
the future quabbalist, or miracle worker,
will learn to pronounce each letter accompanied by its respective
color,
i.e., with his or her own plastic imaginative faculty.
Since a Child of Llght has practiced the principle of volition,
OF WILL and visualization,
he or she will be able to transfer into the color oscillations the
POWER, WILLPOWER,
that is due to the respective letter.
Therefore the exercises of the first step of the quabbalah course
consist of learning to express the whole alphabet by colors.

Previous messages contain instructions
on the exact method of meditation for the divine virtues.

Footnotes
The names and meaning of angel groups come from Quaballah,
which is a very ancient set of teachings
which together form a common precursor, or root, of three of the world's religions:
Judaism, Islam, and Christianity.
Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being of the heavenly host in the zone girdling the
earth,
and the angels who work with him or her.
The being and the angels share the same name.
This name is a key to their powers and influence.
Names, phrases, and sections, in the angel messages are quoted or paraphrased from the books of
Franz Bardon.
Information of the heavenly hosts of the zone girdling the earth is referenced from
THE PRACTICE OF MAGICAL EVOCATION, ISBN 3-921338-02-6,
and Information of the divine virtues and the letters
are referenced from THE KEY TO THE TRUE QUABALLAH, ISBN 3-921338-12-4].
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeberg, Wuppertal/W. Germany.
These books have very important information for these studies.
The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a preparatory book for the others.
Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book, "Frabato the Magician",
gives historical background and was compiled by his German publisher from notes written by Franz
Bardon.
Feel free to share these messages.

To unsubscribe from the angel messages,
please go to yahoo.com, click on groups, type in spiritusangelmessages in search engine, and click.
You can then manage your subscription, choosing unsubscribe, or no emails but still having access
on the web.
You can later choose to go back to receiving emails at any time.
If you are in another group, go to that group and do the same.
If you are receiving these from private lists, click on reply and say you no longer wish to receive
the angel messages.
If you are receiving them from a friend, let that friend know that you no longer wish to receive the
angel messages.
This prevents them being seen as spam.
Love brings miracles of happiness.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation, and is the supreme Law over all laws in all
dimensions.

THE LAW OF ONE
We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM, and I am one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED happen .
I give thanks that this is done.

SO BE IT!

